Animals display an astonishing array of diverse colors and patterns, and animals also exhibit preferences for these diverse, species-specific traits when choosing a mate (i.e., assortative mate preference). It is hypothesized that in order for both preference and trait to be species specific, alleles for a trait and the preference for that trait must be inherited together and hence maintained as linked loci. This linkage could be maintained by three different genetic architectures: (A) the genes responsible for a species-specific preferred trait also directly influence preference for that trait; (B) genes producing preference and the preferred trait are not identical but are instead in close physical proximity in the genome; and (C) genes for preference and the preferred trait are nonadjacent but are inherited together due to selection. Merrill and colleagues test these hypotheses by performing large-scale genetic mapping of mating behavior using hybrids of two sympatric species of Heliconius butterflies, Heliconius melpomene and H. cydno. They identified three small genomic regions highly associated with mate preference, one of which was adjacent to a gene for the preferred trait, and two of which were not. Their findings illustrate that mate preference may be influenced by a small number of genes, while providing support for multiple hypotheses for the genetic architecture of assortative mate preferences.
Humans have been interested in describing and defining species since the days of Aristotle. For the last millennia, two questions related to species delimitation and speciation that have plagued scientists are which animals choose to interbreed, and why animals that could interbreed choose not to do so. One behavior often associated with the maintenance of species boundaries is assortative mate preference, in which individuals preferentially mate with individuals of the opposite sex that share a number of common characteristics [1] [2] [3] . These common characteristics can range from color and morphological appearance to odor or sound [4] . Assortative mate preferences often lead to assortative mating, which is hypothesized to be a key component of speciation, because it facilitates reproductive isolation (reviewed in [5] ). However, preference-driven assortative mating can only facilitate reproductive isolation if both the propensity to choose a specific mate and the traits of the chosen used by the chooser to select a specific mate are heritable. In addition, alleles driving assortative preferences and corresponding traits must be inherited together (maintained in high linkage disequilibrium a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111 a1111111111
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[LD]) because independent inheritance of these alleles would cause a breakdown in assortative mating and subsequent reproductive isolation and speciation.
Because assortative mate preferences often play an important role in speciation, the traits used by individuals to select mates are often species specific and tend to coincide with traits we (humans) use to delimitate species. Such species-specific traits are generally heritable and genetically determined, which makes identifying the genes (and subsequent developmental pathways) responsible for their variation relatively straightforward. However, the traits used in mate selection are only half of the assortative mating story. Determining causal genetic variation for observed variation in mating preferences, the other half of the assortative mating tango, has proven much more difficult.
The trouble with behavior: Genetics of complex, ephemeral traits
One challenge in identifying genes underlying variation in mate preference is that the trait is inherently transient, because it is only expressed, and can therefore only be measured, when an individual is actively seeking a mate (i.e., doing the "choosing"). Moreover, mate preference itself is wonderfully complex, with individuals considering combinations of multiple desirable traits when selecting a mate [6] . Therefore, researchers interested in identifying the genes associated with variation in preference must first determine two things: (1) when an individual will exhibit their preference phenotype and (2) what specific traits of the chosen are used by the chooser during the mate selection process. Only then can variation in preference be measured and related to genetic variation associated with this preference.
Substantial a priori behavioral research is required to reach this point of preference gene discovery; therefore, we are only now at the dawn of mate preference gene identification in a few well-studied systems, including Heliconius butterflies. Over the last 20 years, a handful of studies in Drosophila have illustrated how species-specific genetic variation can lead to species-specific variation in mate preference, providing confirmation that genetic variation may underlie observed species-specific variation in mate preferences and subsequent assortative mating (illustrated by [7] [8] [9] [10] ). These studies have also demonstrated that differences in preference can result from species-specific differences in perceptive ability, suggesting that preference genes may reside within specific developmental pathways related to sensory systems [11] .
Simultaneously, population geneticists and evolutionary biologists studying morphological variation in sister and incipient species have developed three hypotheses for the genetic architecture underlying genes for mate preference and genes for the traits animals prefer [2, 3, 5, 12] . One hypothesis is that the same gene that controls variation in the preferred trait also has a large effect on preference for that trait ( Fig 1A) . Therefore, any genetic variation causing variability in the preferred trait would also lead to matching variation in preference. Alternatively, the gene influencing preference may not be the same as that influencing the preferred trait but might be located in close physical proximity, which links together alleles for the preferred trait and preference for that trait due to low genetic recombination rates (Fig 1B) . A third hypothesis is that the gene for preference and the gene for the preferred trait are not physically linked but that assortative mating is so advantageous, as a result of either natural or sexual selection, that alleles for a preferred trait and preference for that trait are maintained in a population in high LD, in spite of the absence of mechanistically difficult recombination as a result of proximity ( Fig 1C) . (It is worth noting at this point that mate preferences in some species are learned [13] . Determining the neural and genetic mechanisms underlying learned preferences, and the effect of learned preferences on speciation, is a rich area of research beyond the scope of this primer. However, variation in learned assortative mate preferences are predicted to fit either the one-or two-gene models for genetically determined assortative mate preferences described above, depending on the mechanism underlying the learned preference [14] [15] [16] [17] , so it will not be considered as a special case here.) Determining which of the three hypothesized genetic architectures for assortative mating is most common has become one of the goals of speciation research.
Identifying loci of large effect for assortative mate preference
Here, Merrill and colleagues [18] take advantage of recent advances in genomic sequencing and prior discoveries of the genes influencing color patterning in Heliconius butterflies to identify small regions of the genome highly associated with assortative mate preference (quantitative trait loci [QTLs] of large effect) in male H. melpomene and H. cydno butterflies. In these butterflies, males use the visual appearance of female wing patterns to determine which individual to approach and court. Avian predators also use the visual appearance of Heliconius wing patterns to assess potential butterfly toxicity and determine prey choice [19] , making this a particularly interesting system for the study of genes associated with wing pattern preference and speciation because changes in wing pattern have the potential to influence both attractiveness and predation susceptibility. Male mating preferences are species specific, with H. melpomene males preferring females with red bands on their forewings, and H. cydno males preferring females with white bands on their forewings [20] (Fig 1D) . The genes that determine the color of these forewing bands are known, with optix being largely responsible for the presence or absence of red on the forewings of H. melpomene [21] , and aristaless 1 being largely responsible for the presence or absence of white on the forewings of H. cydno [22] . Two other genes, WntA and cortex, are also known to influence color patterning in the wings of these butterflies [23, 24] and therefore also have the potential to influence both preference and preferred trait in these species.
Although it may seem unrealistic to expect a single gene to influence both preference and preferred trait, wing color patterning genes in butterflies are particularly good candidates for this role. Wing color patterning genes in butterflies influence pigment production and placement (reviewed in [25, 26] ). Some of these same pigments are used in the eyes of butterflies and influence what wavelengths of light the butterflies see [27] . Therefore, color patterning genes have the potential to influence both butterfly wing color (preferred trait) and butterfly vision (the sensory capacity to observe said preferred trait), meaning allelic variation at these loci could concurrently influence both wing color and color preference.
To identify loci of large effect for male assortative mate preference, Merrill and colleagues first conducted a series of mate choice trials using H. melpemene and H. cydno butterflies. They then crossbred H. melpomene and H. cydno butterflies and tested the preferences of hybrid males. Lastly, they made careful use of the offspring of backcrosses (offspring of hybrids paired with either purebred H. melpomene or H. cydno) to facilitate the identification of small genomic regions highly associated with male preference for female forewing band colors. This strategy allowed them to identify three loci of large effect for male assortative mating and represents one of the first descriptions of the genetic architecture underlying assortative mating outside of Drosophila. Of the three large-effect loci responsible for variation in male preference, one was adjacent to, and potentially contains, the wing patterning gene optix, whereas the other two loci are not adjacent to any known wing patterning genes [18] .
These findings are significant for a few reasons. First, they illustrate that assortative mate preference can be driven by a small number of genes of large effect. Second, they provide support for multiple hypotheses for the genetics of assortative mate preference. Future functional work is needed to determine whether optix influences both wing pattern and preference or whether the gene associated with that particular preference locus is adjacent to optix, thereby determining whether the same gene is influencing both preference and the preferred trait in this system. However, the authors have made great strides in identifying the genetic architecture underlying assortative mate preference by definitively demonstrating that genes of large effect for mate preference can be maintained in high LD with genes for the preferred trait (wing pattern in this case) in the absence of physical proximity.
From candidate genes to neural mechanisms
Merrill and colleagues' findings represent a large step forward in our understanding of the genetics of assortative mate preference but also highlight some remaining questions on this topic. First, in spite of concerted efforts by the research community studying assortative mate preference in a wide range of animal species-from guppies to zebra finches to Heliconius butterflies (see [28, 29] for examples)-causative genes for preference remain elusive outside of Drosophila. The advent of CRISPR/Cas-9 gene editing (a relatively straightforward and inexpensive form of genetic manipulation that uses clustered regulatory interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) and the enzyme CRISPR associated 9 (Cas-9), components of the bacterial immune system, to target and edit precise locations in the genome [30] ) and optogenetic technology (which uses wavelengths of light outside of the visual spectrum to manipulate neural activity [31] ), coupled with this and other fine mapping studies to identify candidate genes for preference, will facilitate the identification and confirmation of multiple genes for mate preference in the coming years. Second, the identification of candidate genes for mate preference offers new insights into the types of developmental change necessary for a change in preference. It is currently unclear whether shifts in preference are the result of changes in perceptive ability, such as differences in the relative number of photoreceptors or chemoreceptors in the peripheral nervous system or changes in valence (i.e., positive or negative association) attributed to the formerly preferred trait, which may manifest as changes in synaptic strength or architecture in higher processing areas of the brain. Pheromone preferences of different species of Drosophila provide evidence for both [8] , but there are scant data in support of either hypothesis in other animal systems. This area of neurobiology and speciation research is rich with promise, and the identification of candidate loci via fine-scale associative mapping studies such as Merrill and colleagues will inform hypotheses in this field for years to come.
In addition to the outstanding questions on the genes and neurological mechanisms underlying assortative mating and preference diversity described above, the fundamental question of the primary genetic architecture underlying assortative mate preference and speciation events remains: which genetic architecture is most commonly associated with assortative mate preference and subsequent speciation events? Is it (A) single gene for trait and preference, (B) two adjacent genes for trait and preference, or (C) two physically unlinked genes maintained in high LD? This is perhaps the low-hanging fruit of big questions in assortative mate preference research and will hopefully be answered in the near future as genomic data become available for numerous sister species with previously described assortative mate preferences.
